JRD – Res. Assist. Defense Counsel Assistance Program (Training)

Billet: Res. Assist. DCAP (Training)  PMOS: 4402
Type: IMA  Start Date: Immediately
Home Training Center: Arlington, VA  BIC: MS511500401
Area of Operations: CDC, Arlington, VA  Application Deadline: 23 March 2021
Grade: O3-O4

Billet Description: The Marine Corps Defense Services Organization (DSO) provides zealous, ethical, and effective defense counsel services to Marines and Sailors who are facing administrative, non-judicial, and judicial actions in order to protect and promote due process, statutory and constitutional rights, thereby ensuring the military justice system is both fair and just. Effective training is vital to the DSO mission. The DSO Chief, OIC DCAP, and CDC are directly responsible for the learning and professional development of Marines within the DSO.

The Reserve Assistant DCAP for Training will directly support this mission by: assisting in the planning and facilitating of all DSO trainings, providing planning and logistical support for all trainings, instructing at trainings as necessary, creating training modules and materials, updating existing courses as appropriate, identifying and/or developing new training courses, and drafting after action reports. The DSO Reserve Assistant DCAP for Training will be prepared to conduct other duties identified by the DSO Chief, OIC DCAP, and CDC. Travel to various branch offices throughout the DSO and other military installations will be required. The DSO Reserve Assistant DCAP for Training advises the DSO Chief, OIC DCAP, and CDC concerning requirements to ensure the DSO is properly resourced to support the DSO training program. The DSO Reserve Assistant DCAP for Training must have significant, validated competency and leadership in military justice or complex civilian criminal litigation as a trial-level defense attorney.

Application Process: To apply for this billet, please forward your Reserve Qualification Summary (RQS) and Professional Summary (ProSum) to JAD.IMA@usmc.mil ONLY by the application deadline. Please do not copy anyone on your submission. Do not submit any additional documents. Please combine both documents into one PDF.

POC for more information: Col James Bartolotto, James.Bartolotto@usdoj.gov
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